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Abstract: 
Serial block face imaging with the scanning electron microscope has been developed as an 
alternative to serial sectioning and transmission electron microscopy for the ultrastructural 
analysis of the three dimensional organisation of cells and tissues. An ultramicrotome within 
the microscope specimen chamber, permits sectioning and imaging to a depth of many 
microns within resin embedded specimens.  The technology has only recently been adopted 
by plant microscopists and here we describe some specimen preparation procedures 
suitable for plant tissue, suggested microscope imaging parameters and discuss the 
software required for image reconstruction and analysis. 
 
Introduction: 
Traditionally cell ultrastructure has been studied by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
with data comprising images obtained from ultrathin resin embedded material, replicas or 
negatively stained particles. It has, however, long been realised that in reality only a minute 
volume of prepared material can be imaged by TEM. If three-dimensional or volume 
information on cell and tissue structure is needed then extremely tedious serial section and 
3D reconstruction techniques are required (Bang & Bang 1957).  In an attempt to overcome 
this problem in the late 60’s and 70’s high voltage electron microscopes (1-3 MeV) were 
used to image either extremely thick 1 µm plus sections (Glauert 1979, Hawes 1981a,b) or 
whole freeze- or critically-point dried cells (Porter & Anderson 1982, Hawes 1985), which 
were subsequently analysed using stereoscopic viewing and measuring techniques.  More 
recently, electron tomography of semi-thick resin sections has become the technique of 
choice for high resolution 3D imaging of organelles (Austin & Staehelin 2011).  Whilst it is 
possible to expand this technique to imaging whole cells using electron tomography 
combined with serial sectioning (Noske et al., 2008), time and technical limitations preclude 
the use of this as a routine technique for the 3D analysis of cells and tissues. 
 
In the last decade three new technologies for TEM level resolution biological imaging have 
been developed, based around a combination of high resolution field emission scanning 
electron microscopy (FEGSEM) and the backscattered electron (BSE) imaging of the 
surface of sections or blocks of resin-embedded material. The use of BSE to image stained 
and resin embedded samples allows larger areas of tissue to be captured in a single image 
or for image montaging (Rizzo et al., 2015) and creates TEM-like images. Array tomography 
extends this BSE imaging modality to serial sections. Unlike TEM, the sections used for 
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array tomography are not restricted to grids but can be collected onto tape using a system 
such as the automatic tape-collecting ultramicrotome (ATUM) or other substrates such as 
glass slides (Wacker et al., 2015). Used in combination with automatic imaging techniques, 
data from many thousands of sections can be collected, spanning large volumes of tissue. 
Array tomography offers the potential to archive material, add additional stain to sections if 
required and provide a mechanism for correlative microscopy. The technique relies on the 
physical collection of sections and can have artefacts commonly associated with producing 
sections, for example, compression, alignment issues, missing sections and stain 
precipitation, but has yet to be applied to plant material. 
 
Focussed ion beam (FIBSEM) uses a gallium ion beam to physically etch (mill) away resin 
from the surface of the specimen block. The accuracy of this technique permits effective 
“sectioning” of the block in steps as fine as 5 nm (Kremer et al., 2015) and has been used to 
successfully reconstruct Golgi stacks in unicellular algae (Wanner et al., 2013).  Thus, high 
resolution backscattered electron data can be collected from what are effectively very thin 
sections, sub 5 nm, making this technique almost comparable with electron tomography in a 
TEM, but with the advantage that there is, other than time constraints, little limitation to the 
depth at which the resin block can be milled. The disadvantage of this technique is the 
limited area that can be imaged in one region of interest (~50 µm2). Additionally, there is a 
significant amount of expertise required to run the system as well as cost of the 
instrumentation and subsequent maintenance. 
 
Another approach, which has recently seen a rise in popularity (Kremer et al., 2015, Borrett 
& Hughes, 2016) is based around serial block face scanning electron microscopy 
(SBFSEM). Here, an ultramicrotome with a diamond knife is installed in the chamber of an 
SEM and sections as thin as 15-20 nm can be removed from the block face and discarded 
prior to block face imaging. The instrumentation for this, manufactured by Gatan (Abingdon, 
UK), is marketed as the 3-View (Denk & Horstmann 2004) and can be retrofitted to 
appropriate scanning electron microscopes. In comparison to FIBSEM, removal of sections 
by ultramicrotome is faster than milling, images from larger regions of interest (only restricted 
by the degree of stage movement, 600x600x600µm) can be collected and the 
instrumentation is easier to use. However, with current systems the achievable resolution in 
z (limited by slice thickness and the depth of signal collection from within the block) is not as 
high as with FIBSEM. Both FIBSEM and SBFSEM suffer from the disadvantage of being a 
destructive technique. Where in FIBSEM regions that have been imaged including the trench 
cannot be revisited, the entire block-face is discarded in SBFSEM.  
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With all of these approaches data collection is fully automated and the instrumentation can 
be left running for the duration of the experiment. Software is available to permit 
autocorrelation between the images for alignment and for 3D reconstruction of datasets.  
 
Only recently, has SBFSEM been applied for the three-dimensional imaging of plant tissue 
(Pollier et al., 2013, Dettmer et al., 2014; Fendrych et al., 2014; Furuta et al., 2014; 
Scheuring et al., 2016), but combined with selective contrasting techniques, there is great 
potential for investigating the spatial organisation and interactions of cells and organelles in 
plants (Hughes et al., 2014). SBFSEM provides the advantage of imaging relatively large 
areas and volumes, which is especially advantageous, for instance, when imaging large leaf 
cells.  Here we review some of the specimen preparation techniques that can be applied for 
block face scanning electron microscopy of plants, along with the protocols for using the 
instrumentation and reconstructing the inevitably large datasets. 
 
Methods: 
All osmium impregnated samples shown in the figures used to illustrate in this review were 
fixed and prepared according to Materials and Methods outlined in Scheuring et al., (2015) 
and Hawes et al., (1981b). Most of the SBFSEM data presented here were collected with a 
ZEISS Merlin Compact VP SEM (Carl Zeiss Ltd, Cambridge, UK), fitted with a Gatan 3View 
2XP system. The imaging conditions used were as follows. Maize root (Fig 3 C and D) was 
imaged with an accelerating voltage of 4 kV, a variable pressure of 45 Pa, aperture size of 
30 µm, a pixel size of 4.2 x 4.2 nm, sectioned with a slice thickness of 100 nm. The 
horizontal field width (HFW) was 16.8 µm, and the beam dwell time 3 µs. The imaging 
conditions for the Arabidopsis root (Fig. 5 A and B) were 4 kV, 55 Pa, aperture size 30 µm, 
pixel size 6.2 x 6.2, slice thickness 50 nm, HFW 24.8 µm and dwell time 3 µs. Similar 
imaging conditions were used for the pea root (Fig. 7) except with a pixel size of 10.5x10.5 
nm, slice thickness 75 nm and HFW 9 µm. The bean leaf (Fig. 5 C and D) was imaged using 
a variable pressure setting of 40 Pa, a pixel size of 3.3 x3.3 nm, a slice thickness of 70 nm 
and HFW of 9.9 µm. Data was stacked, aligned, segmented and processed as described in 
the text here and as in Scheuring et al., 2015 and Borrett and Hughes (2016). A complete 
workflow for use of the SBFSEM from fixation to data analysis is given in figure 1. 
 
Specimen Preparation:  
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A limiting factor in preparing tissue for SBFSEM is that all contrasting of the specimen must 
be carried out prior to block imaging and the backscattered signal is often of low contrast, 
which can only partially be overcome by carefully choosing the correct imaging settings (see 
below). Plant tissue is especially difficult in this respect as on occasions cell walls and 
cuticles can obstruct diffusion of fixative and stain into the cells.  This means that 
conventional aldehyde fixation followed by secondary fixation in osmium tetroxide, even if 
followed by en bloc staining with uranyl acetate, may not be satisfactory in terms of contrast 
and post-embedding staining is not an option.  Thus, some form of extra contrast 
enhancement is required (Fig. 1). The animal microscopy community has experimented with 
a range of different fixation protocols which can include extended osmication, reduction of 
osmium with ferrocyanide or thiocarbohydrazide, and combinations of en bloc staining with 
uranyl and lead salts (Deerinck et al., Kremer et al., 2015). Unfortunately very few of these 
different protocols have been either used or their usefulness assessed in plant tissues to 
date (Kremer et al., 2015). 
Different resins are commonly used to embed specimen for SBFSEM. For plants Spurr’s is 
the resin of choice due to its low viscosity that allows better infiltration through the cell walls 
(Fendrych et al., 2014, Scheuring et al., 2016). It additionally has the advantage of being a 
very hard resin and such tends to withstand the electron beam better than other resins. 
However Durcupan has also been successfully used with plant specimen (Pollier et al., 
2013, Dettmer et al., 2014, Furuta et al., 2014). 
 
Selective Staining techniques for the endomembrane system. 
For the 3D study of the plant endomembrane system various osmium impregnation 
techniques have been used in the past, in combination with thick sectioning and high voltage 
electron microscopy (Harris 1979, Hawes 1981 b). They rely on the reduction of osmium 
tetroxide on the surface of membranes or in cisternal spaces. The reduction of osmium 
tetroxide is chemically aided by potassium ferrocyanide (Hepler 1980) or zinc iodide (ZIO) 
(Hawes 1981a, b, Hawes 1991). The ZIO technique is suitable for the selective staining of 
higher plant, algal and fungal tissues and has been combined with thick sectioning in a 
number of studies on the endomembrane system (e.g. Harris 1979, Hawes 1981 a,b). This 
technique can be used for the impregnation of nuclear envelopes, ER (Fig. 2, 3 c,d), Golgi 
bodies (Fig. 8), tonoplasts (in some cells), plastid thylakoids (Fig. 5b) and sometimes the 
stroma of mitochondria. Incubation times depend heavily on the plant specimen and tissue 
and need to be optimized accordingly to avoid precipitation and overstaining. Microwave-
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assisted sample preparation can increase diffusion efficiency and time and thus optimize 
ultrastructural preservation and processing time of plant material (Heumann, 1992, 
Zechmann and Zellnig, 2009). 
 
Osmium impregnated material is perfect for SBFSEM imaging as it already presents a very 
conductive specimen, thus reducing block face charging. Images with selective contrast are 
also ideal for rapid segmentation and reconstruction (see below). Images can relatively 
easily be obtained at a similar quality to conventional thin section electron microscopy at 
both low magnifications (Fig. 2 c) and intermediate magnification (Fig. 2 a,b). The major 
advantage over imaging thick sections with high or intermediate voltage TEM is that the 
limitation on Z thickness from the SBFSEM is only governed by the total Z movement of the 
stage, which is around 600 µm and can be reset to continue data collection for the full depth 
of the sample. Such a dataset is not realistic with many tissues but it is easily possible to 
mine a dataset of 20-40 µm. A comparison between thick section images of ER and 
SBFSEM images is given in Figure 3. 
Other techniques. 
A whole host of other selective contrasting techniques are available most of which have yet 
to be applied to SBFSEM studies in plants. The double osmium technique (OTO) combined 
with thiocarbohydrazide developed for mammalian tissues in the Ellisman lab (protocol 
available online, Deerink et al. 2010) has been used for the study of sieve plate development 
(Dettmer et al., 2014). However, the field of enzyme cytochemistry which involves the pre-
embedding contrasting of sites of enzymic activity is eminently applicable to SBFSEM. It is 
relatively straightforward to locate sites of activity of enzymes such as ATPases or 
phosphatases to membranes or organelles by precipitating osmium or lead salts after 
reaction with an appropriate enzyme substrate (see Sexton and Hall 1991 for numerous 
examples). Likewise cell walls can be contrasted by the periodic acid-thiocarbohydrazide-
silver proteinate (PATAg) technique (Roland and Vian 1991). Many of these and similar 
techniques have been around for many years and although rarely used nowadays could 
prove useful for semi-automated reconstruction of plant cell datasets. For instance, in the 
past we have used a uranyl acetate, copper and lead citrate impregnation technique to 
selectively contrast membranes and polysaccharides (Hawes & Horne 1983), and this can be 
used for reconstructing membrane-bounded organelles (Fig. 4). 
Use of the microscope system:   
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Mounting and trimming the resin block. 
After selecting the fixation, staining and embedding techniques, as outlined above, the 
sample is mounted onto the flat surface of a specimen pin, carefully trimmed to appropriate 
size prior to inserting it into the microscope stage (Fig. 1). The specimen pin or “rivet” is 
available in two designs, flat and pointed (Fig. 6), to accommodate samples up to 2 mm in 
height. The resin block should be trimmed, using a fine jeweller’s saw, so that it is roughly 
the same dimension as the platform on the specimen pin (Fig. 6). Orientation of the sample 
at this stage is crucial as the specimen pin cannot be tilted in the microtome, and the sample 
must be trimmed and mounted with the desired orientation in mind. A conductive adhesive 
resin (e.g. Circuitworks conductive epoxy - catalogue number CW2400, ITW Chemtronics, 
Georgia, USA) can be used to attach the sample to the pin. Once mounted the resin and 
glue needs to be fully cured before the block is trimmed, either by leaving the pins overnight 
or curing the epoxy resin for an hour at 70°C and cooling to room temperature. The block 
face can then either be shaped using the edge of a trimming knife in an ultramicrotome or by 
using a new razor blade. The block face needs to be less than 1mm in diameter and ideally 
should be as small as possible, keeping the amount of free resin around the sample to a 
minimum. Conductive Epoxy glue should be removed from any areas that will be sectioned 
in the SBFSEM as it tends to stick to the diamond knife. The height of the resin block must 
be small enough to fit between the lowest setting on the stage and the diamond knife. Our 
blocks are normally mounted onto the flat pins and are typically 1.5-2 mm in height from the 
specimen pin (Fig. 6). If the sample allows, the final stage in trimming the sample is to 
smooth the block face with a glass or diamond knife parallel to the face of the pin. This will 
facilitate an easier alignment of the sample to the diamond knife in the 3view stage.  
Variable pressure systems do an excellent job of eliminating charge from the surface of a 
resin block. Provided the sample is stained with heavy metal and has only minimal regions of 
empty resin, coating the sample may not be necessary. However, in samples where there 
are large areas of resin, such as plant tissue with large vacuoles, coating helps to dissipate 
charge build up. This allows imaging of the sample under higher vacuum, thus improving the 
resolution that can be achieved. We typically use 15-20 nm of gold coating on our samples, 
sputter coated as in normal SEM sample preparation. Platinum coating can also be used 
(Fig. 1, Pollier et al., 2013, Dettmer et al., 2014; Fendrych et al., 2014; Furuta et al., 2014). 
The block face being imaged is cut with the diamond knife and the gold coating does not 
interfere with signal from the stained sample. In SEM, silver dag or paint is often used 
around the edge of the specimen stub to improve conductivity. Silver dag can soften the 
resin and in our experience this makes the sample block more prone to cutting artefacts 
once in the microscope and thus we do not advise its use for SBFSEM samples. Ideally the 
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cutting window of the knife should have some leeway before and after the block face, which 
can be achieved by adjusting the knife position. Mounting the specimen pin in the stage and 
approaching the knife is a relatively simple procedure conducted while the SEM chamber 
door is open. Similar principals to that employed in ultramicrotomy are used in setting the 
cutting window and slowly approaching the knife edge.  
The final approach is conducted using the automated system in the 3view software. Once 
most of the resin block surface is being cut the SEM door can be closed and imaging can 
begin.  
Imaging the block face. 
Imaging parameters are going to vary depending on the type of instrumentation available 
and system set up. Most of the SBFSEM data presented here were collected with a ZEISS 
Merlin Compact VP SEM (Carl Zeiss Ltd, Cambridge, UK), fitted with a Gatan 3View 2XP 
system (Figs. 2C 3C, 5 and 6). Specific imaging conditions for the figures are included in the 
methods section above. Key microscope parameters are accelerating voltage, variable 
pressure, magnification, focus and aperture size. Beam dwell time, specimen position, pixel 
size, horizontal field width (field of view), slice thickness, brightness and contrast are 
controlled through the 3view system (Fig. 1). The voxel size of the final data is dependent on 
the set pixel size and slice thickness determining the theoretical z resolution. There is a 
physical limitation on how thin of a slice a diamond knife can cut (we have cut as thin as 35 
nm). However, most biological questions addressed by SBFSEM will be satisfied using 
slices thicknesses between 40 and 100 nm for plant tissue (Furuta et al., 2014; Scheuring et 
al., 2016), thus voxels tend to have a higher pixel resolution in x and y than in z (Peddie and 
Collinson, 2014),  
The final resolution in the data depends on how well the sample has been contrasted and 
other imaging parameters used. Changing the accelerating voltage of the beam has a 
significant effect of the depth of beam penetration into the sample and the amount of detail 
that can be resolved as a result (Knott et al., 2008). Lower accelerating voltages are 
considered better for resolution, but also lower the amount of signal to noise in the image 
(Fig. 7). A balance needs to be achieved, especially in samples that have lower contrast. 
The beam dwell time, measured in µs, also has an impact on the resolution, with a higher 
dwell time producing a better signal to noise ratio than a lower one (Denk and Horstmann, 
2004). Beam penetration and dwell time can also have an effect on the integrity of the 
specimen being imaged. Resin sections show loss of mass and shrinkage when exposed to 
an electron beam in the TEM (Stenn and Barr, 1970). Similarly radiation damage occurs 
when imaging the block face and can interfere with the sectioning properties of the sample, 
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causing uneven sections, skipped sections or even progressive and visible damage to the 
surface. Lowering the beam voltage, reducing the aperture size and reducing beam dwell 
time can mitigate radiation damage and improve sectioning qualities of the sample, offset by 
the disadvantage of a drop in the signal to noise ratio (Fig. 7, Starborg et al., 
2013).Specimens with large areas of empty resin, such as vacuolated cells, seem to be 
more sensitive to radiation damage. Changing the type of resin used to embed the sample or 
increasing the hardness of the resin can improve resistance to beam induced damage 
(Kizilyaprak et al., 2015). We routinely use Spurr’s hard mix (TAAB, Berkshire, UK) for plant 
samples. Microscope parameters that have successfully been used with plant tissue are 
accelerating voltages of 2.5 to 4 kV and a pixel dwell time of 3 to 8 µs, and a variable 
pressure of 20 to 50 Pa (0.15 to 3.8 Torr), depending on the magnification used and the 
tissue type being imaged (Dettmer et al, 2014; Furuta et al., 2014; Scheuring et al., 2016, 
see also Figs. 2-5). Variable pressure to reduce charging is the method of choice for plant 
material, especially tissues that contain large amounts of empty resin. However, lower kV 
(1.5) and high vacuum is possible for some plant specimens (Fendrych et al., 2014), 
especially for lower magnification datasets. The standard aperture size for the 3View system 
is 30µm, but we routinely use the 20 µm aperture when imaging plant tissue with selective 
endomembrane staining (see above and Figs. 2-5). Figure 7 shows images of the same 
block face taken at a range of kVs and pressures with two different final column aperture 
sizes demonstrating changes in contrast under different imaging conditions.  
 
Data handling and storage:   
As SBFSEM is a destructive technique and the localisation of a specific structure or event 
cannot always be determined before image collection, oversampling is a common approach. 
Larger areas of the block face can be imaged at lower magnifications using high resolution 
images (for example, 10,000 x 10,000 pixels with a dwell time of up to 8 µs). Sub-areas of 
the dataset can later be extracted, still providing enough resolution to perform image 
analysis or segmentation. Thus, single images of the original dataset can easily reach 100 
MB or more. Alternatively concurrent data-sets can be collected by imaging multiple regions 
of interest on the block face. The problems arising are obvious. Imaging times can be long 
and the computers for data collection as well as those used for image processing need to 
have sufficient memory and a suitable graphics board to handle large datasets. 
Consequently, data storage and data management is becoming a pressing issue. 
Considering the number of GBs potentially generated on a daily basis, the data storage 
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problem needs to be addressed at the user, facility and Institutional level and should be 
taken into consideration when planning research with or purchasing of an SBFSEM. There 
are open source or commercial databases available that allow storage and also remote 
access, sharing, management and even analysis of data, for example, iPlant (Goff et al., 
2011). Other options are reviewed in Eliceiri et al., 2012. If SBFSEM data is to be processed 
locally, the computers (in our experience) should have a minimum of 16 GB RAM, multiple 
CPU, ideally an SSD drive and a graphics board with a minimum 2GB RAM to allow 
reasonable processing times and image-processing software to run properly. It is good 
practise to check the computing requirements for the software that will be used to process 
data as this can be extremely memory intensive. With the explosion of 3D data collected the 
electron microscopy community as well as the bioimaging community in general is 
discussing how raw data could or should be shared for further mining and with initiatives 
such as the Cell Centered Database (CCDB) and the Open Microscopy Environment this 
has become a reality (Martone et al., 2008, Allan et al. 2012). However, issues of storage 
possibilities, costs, management, technical installation and maintenance, annotation, 
ownership and credit are not easily solved for a world-wide community. 
 
Data processing and analysis 
After a dataset is obtained it usually has to go through several pre-processing steps before 
features of interest can be extracted and analysed (Fig. 1). These steps often involve the 
transformation of the file format from a system or software specific format to a more widely 
compatible file format or a stack format. We usually record the data using Digital Micrograph  
(Gatan, Oxfordshire, UK) format (.dm4) and then convert image files into mrc-stacks using 
the dm2mrc command in etomo (IMOD, Boulder, Colorado, USA; Kremer et al., 1996; Table 
1). Information for z then needs to be corrected to the slice thickness using the alterheader 
command. Series of 2D images can be used for further processing, however stacks may be 
easier to handle and process for some programs, for example, when using the data 
processing functions of etomo (Kremer et al., 1996). For an initial inspection of the dataset 
we bin the stack up to 8 times, determine the sub-volumes of interest and extract them later 
from original datasets using the trimvol command in etomo. 
Processing sub-volumes typically starts with section alignment (manual or automatic). 
Although the images collected from SBFSEM are generally well aligned due to the nature of 
the technique, slight shifts can often be observed. Failure to correct for these shifts leads to 
the introduction of artefacts and skewed 3D models, especially when segmenting small and 
detailed objects such as Golgi bodies or the endoplasmic reticulum (Thierry et al., 2014). A 
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number of programs are available to perform the alignment; the most commonly used are 
listed in Table 1. We use automatic alignment algorithms using a Hanning window filter in 
Digital Micrograph or the etomo graphics user interface alignment of serial sections (Kremer 
et al., 1996) with default parameters and only rotation and translation. Subsequently, 
application of filters (median filter in etomo, Gaussian filter etc.) and adjustment of contrast 
and brightness can be useful to reduce noise and enhance the signal. These can be applied 
in the programs used for image pre-processing after alignment and stacking or in 
segmentation programs, where the output is immediately visible next to the original data 
(Table 1). 
Segmentation can be done in most image processing programs (see Table 1), but can be 
slow, subjective and a significant bottle neck in data processing (Peddie and Collinson, 
2014). The time and labour involved in manually tracing even just one feature over multiple 
slices/images is often not cost effective, although maybe necessary to address some 
research questions, especially if selective contrasting of sub-cellular structures cannot not 
been undertaken.  
There are a number of (semi-) automated approaches available in different image 
processing programs (see Table 1) to make the segmentation process easier, quicker and 
more objective. Masking followed by pixel-based thresholding (determination of a region of 
interest within which auto-segmentation can take place) as available in Microscopy Image 
Browser (Belevich et. al. 2016), Amira (FEI, Cambridge, UK), Imaris (Bitplane AG, Zurich, 
Switzerland) (see figure 8) is very effective when combined with the selective staining 
techniques outlined above and can be conducted in a matter of minutes. Region growth 
(magic wand or wildfire tools found in Microscopy Image Browser, Amira, Imaris and 
Reconstruct (Fiala, 2005), amongst others) only thresholds connected pixels of a specified 
range from a seed point and thus allows more manual interference. Pixel and object 
classification (e.g. used in Ilastik, Sommer et al., 2011) makes the process quicker and less 
subjective, especially when a larger number of similar datasets need to be segmented. 
However, a certain amount of time for the initial machine learning has to be spent which 
involves manual corrections of the suggested segmentation. Edge detection is a filter 
available in most image processing programs to detecting boundaries of objects and can be 
used to enhance the signal to noise ratio before further automated segmentation. However, 
because all features in an EM dataset consist of grey pixels, it can be difficult to detect clear 
boundaries between features of similar grey value. Watershed is one technique that can be 
used to distinguish separate features more objectively (available for example in Ilastik). An 
EM image is viewed as a topographic relief, pixels with low intensity representing low and 
high intensity representing high landmarks. The “landscape” is slowly filled with “water”. 
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Where two water bodies meet, a line is put in place, thus marking the division between two 
structures. This technique is normally used on 2D images (Hagyard et al., 1996). However, 
Volkmann (2002) developed a new variant applicable to 3D EM data where the operation 
starts at the global density minimum and expands in a voxel-by-voxel based manner, 
checking for connectivity to other water bodies at each step. Carving as used in Ilastik is a 
seeded watershed algorithm where only a selected object is segmented in 3D using 
watershed. 
Specific algorithms are often developed according to specific scientific questions to detect a 
structure of interest. Tracing of tubular structures or filaments is probably the most common 
option available even in commercial programs and mostly useful for automatic microtubule 
but also neurite detection (Frangi tubular filter in Microscopy Image Browser, XTracing in 
Amira).  
Due to the broad range of samples and structures that need to be segmented, a combination 
of techniques is commonly used. It should be noted that all image-processing tasks alter the 
original data and thus potentially introduce artefacts. 
Once segmented, it is often desired to render 3D models from the selected features for 
quantifications such as volume or surface area, number and distances to other structures, 
but also for simple visualization. Depending on the software there are usually a variety of 
options to edit the models in terms of colour, transparency and smoothness or even create a 
stereo-view or animation including images from the original data (see Table 1). 
Plant research utilising SBFSEM has used the open source programs IMOD, ImageJ/FIJI, 
Microscopy Image Browser (Belevich et. al. 2016) and Ilastik (Sommer et al., 2011) and the 
commercially available Amira (Pollier et al., 2013, Dettmer et al., 2014; Fendrych et al., 
2014; Furuta et al., 2014; Scheuring et al., 2016). With the selective staining of the 
endomembrane system using the ZIO protocol we are often able to use a maximum intensity 
projection based on thresholding as a very quick method to visualize the ER using Amira or 
Imaris. However, a wide variety of other programs are available and these have been 
employed to process SBFSEM data in different tissues and organisms as reviewed by 
Borrett and Hughes (2016). There are advantages and disadvantages to both Open Source 
and Commercial software packages. Open Source software is free and general packages 
such as etomo (IMOD), ImageJ/Fiji or Microscopy Image Browser can be endlessly 
extended in functionality through macros and plugins to deal with the specific questions and 
demands of the individual researcher. The Microscopy Image Browser provides a broad 
range of functions for image pre-processing as well as manual and automated segmentation 
and can use plugin extensions. With a more and more user-friendly interface Ilastik is 
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becoming especially powerful in terms of segmentation of large datasets with large numbers 
of features that need to be extracted by using machine-based pixel and object classification. 
In most open access programs bugs tend to be fixed more quickly and a large active 
community is often available to help with questions and problems. However, the sheer 
quantity of plugins and updates can make it difficult, especially for beginners, to find a good 
way of utilising and customizing the program. Additionally the ability to write code or use of 
command lines may be required. Although most programs will be more suitable for either 
image processing or segmentation or visualization, open source programs often allow the 
transfer of files from one program to another or are built on top of each other and thus 
complement each other to go from pre-processing to 3D model generation. 
Amira (FEI, Cambridge, UK) is probably one of the most commonly used commercial 
programs for EM data analysis and visualisation. After data collection on the microscope it 
can do all following steps up to 3D model generation including stereo-views and animations 
(Fig. 8). Extensions can be bought that yield additional image analysis functions. The most 
relevant extensions for SBFSEM data are probably XVolume to allow processing of large 
datasets that exceed the memory available in the hardware, Xtracing to detect and trace 
filaments or tube-like structures and XPand to develop own extensions in C++ (Amira FEI, 
Cambridge, UK). The compact availability of a variety of functions and a user-friendly 
interface do however come with a significant cost.  
Imaris is another modular software package commercially available from Bitplane (Bitplane 
AG, Zurich, Switzerland, Fig. 8). However, it is primarily designed for fluorescence 
microscopy data and much more powerful in terms of segmentation and visualization on this 
type of dataset. However, given a selective stain of the structure of interest, semi-automated 
threshold rendering is straightforward and user-friendly in Imaris (e.g. Bohorquez et al., 
2014; Shigetomi et al., 2013; Zhuravleva et al., 2012; Rouquette et al., 2009).  
Both Amira and Imaris software packages have ability to rapidly produce quantitative date 
from segmented images such as organelle volume and membrane surface area. The 
programs most commonly used for SBFSEM data processing and visualisation are listed in 
table 1, including information about their abilities and limitations. We hope that this overview 
is helpful especially for new users in the SBFSEM field who need to decide on which 
software program to use for the different tasks.  
 
The future: 
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It is certainly early days in the application of SBFSEM and indeed FIBSEM technology to 
plant specimens (see Lutz-Meindle et al., this edition).  Here we have described the 
application of two selective staining techniques to generate sufficient contrast in plant 
specimens to permit rapid (semi-) automatic segmentation, using proprietary software, of 
numerous serial images through cells and tissues.  However, many other approaches can 
potentially be made to selectively highlight individual organelles in the cytoplasm.  For 
instance, the whole gamut of enzyme cytochemistry techniques, popular in the nineteen 
seventies and eighties, could be used (see Sexton and Hall 1991) to selectively highlight 
areas of enzyme activity in the cell.  Immunocytochemistry using osmium reduction instead 
of gold labelling is a possibility, as is the photooxidation of DAB by fluorescent proteins 
(Meisslitzer et al., 2008) or other fluorescent tags such as miniSOG (Shu et al., 2011) or the 
use of genetically encoded probes with enzyme rather than fluorescent protein tags (Martell 
et al., 2012). It should however be noted that the sheer abundance of plant endogenous 
peroxidases may limit the use and specificity of such genetically encoded enzyme tags in 
plants. 
As specimen charging can be a problem with vacuolated tissues, the development of 
conductive resins or methods that increase the conductivity of traditionally used resins 
(Nguyen et al., 2016) may permit the use of lower kVs and better vacuums and thus enable 
higher resolution datasets from such samples, which will be especially beneficial for plant 
research. 
 More recently the technique of array tomography has been introduced, whereby high 
resolution field emission scanning electron microscopy can be used to image serial sections 
for subsequent reconstruction (Micheva & Smith 2007, Wacker et al., 2015).  To date, this 
has been the preserve of the neuroscientists and is yet to be exploited by the plant 
community, but has great potential for combining immunogold labelling with 3D 
reconstruction. 
Perhaps the ultimate aim will be to combine these staining and labelling techniques with 
ultra-rapid cryo-fixation of specimens, which has yet to be achieved. Certainly this 
combination of technologies both old and new will herald a new era in our understanding of 
the ultrastructural organisation of plant cells. 
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Legends: 
Figure 1.  Work flow from specimen fixation through to data output in an SBFSEM 
experiment. 
Figure 2. TEM versus SBFSEM. A. Transmission EM image of a thin section of an osmium 
impregnated (ZIO) pea root tip cell. Endoplasmic reticulum (ER), nuclear envelope (NE), 
Golgi bodies (arrows) and the remains of protein storage vacuoles (PSV) are heavily 
osmium impregnated. B. SBFSEM image of a similar cells as shown in A. Bars = 4µm.  C. 
Low magnification SBFSEM image of longitudinally oriented Arabidopsis root tip, same 
osmium impregnation as A and B. Note that absence of grids and post embedding staining 
allows obstruction-free view and a clean image compared to an equivalent TEM image.  
Figure 3. A & B. High voltage (1meV) electron micrographs of 1 µm thick sections of 
osmium impregnated maize root tip meristem cell endoplasmic reticulum and nuclear 
envelope (ne) showing transition between tubular and cisternal ER (cer) plus a Golgi stack 
(g). Bars = 500 nm  
C & D. Maximum intensity projection and segmented images of root tip tubular and cisternal 
endoplasmic reticulum reconstructed from an SBFSEM image series. Bars = 1 µm (C), 2 µm 
(D) 
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Figure 4. A. Maize root tip meristematic cells en bloc contrasted using the uranyl acetate, 
copper and lead citrate technique to stain organellar membranes. B. Reconstruction of a 
small volume of cortical endoplasmic reticulum lining a cell wall in material prepared as in A. 
Bars = 4 µm (A), 2µm (B) 
Figure 5.   
Reconstructions of plant cells, organelles and tissues. A. Reconstruction of an arabidopsis 
root tip meristematic cell, showing the nucleus (blue), mitochondria (red), Golgi bodies 
(green) and endoplasmic reticulum (yellow). B. Segmented vacuole in a similar root tip cell 
as in A. Note that what appear to be multiple vacuoles in thin section (not shown) is in fact 
one continuous organelle. See also Scheuring et al., (2016).  C and D. Section of an osmium 
impregnated bean leaf chloroplast (Ch) and a reconstruction of the same chloroplast. Note 
that thylakoid membranes are selectively stained and what seems to be two chloroplasts in 
the thin sections is in fact one as seen in the reconstruction. E.  Axial reconstruction from 
>1300 cross sectional images of an arabidopsis root showing the cell walls of developing 
vascular tissue (green) and nuclei of the pericycle cells (magenta).   F.  Cross sectional view 
of the reconstruction in E showing the developing vascular tissue surrounded by the 
pericycle (P).  Bars = 2µm (A,B), 1µm (C,D), 20µm (E), 10µm (F).  
 
Figure 6. 
A. Pointed and flat topped specimen pins. B. Side view of pin plus specimen (black arrow) 
mounted in the microtome chuck. C. Face view of trimmed block mounted on a flat faced pin. 
 
Figure 7. 
 
Effect of changing parameters such as accelerating voltage, chamber pressure and imaging 
aperture on the quality of the unprocessed backscattered SEM image. Note dramatic 
changes in signal quality and charging under these slightly different imaging conditions.  
Microscope magnification x8K, image dimensions 6K x 6K pixels, 2 µs dwell time and 4,2 x 
4,2 nm pixel size. 
Figure 8.   
Reconstruction of a dataset from a series of block face images of Golgi bodies in an osmium 
impregnated pea root.  A. Volume Rendering from pixels with maximum intensity using 
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AMIRA. B. Volume Rendering from pixels with maximum intensity of masked area containing 
only the Golgi bodies   C. Semi-automatic segmentation of Golgi bodies using IMARIS using 
the same dataset. Maximum intensity projection of the entire dataset is visible in grey. Bar = 
1 µm 
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Lay abstract: 
Transmission electron microscopy is traditionally used for the study of extremely thin 
sections of resin embedded biological material.  Although permitting very high resolution 
studies of cell structure and cellular components, to understand the three dimension 
organisation of cells required technically difficult serial sectioning and image reconstruction.  
A new technology termed serial block face scanning electron microscopy permits the 
imaging of block faces of resin embedded material with a high resolution scanning electron 
microscope. With a microtome built into the microscope specimen chamber, the block face 
can be repeatedly sectioned and images collected automatically.  These serial images can 
be reconstituted into three dimensional reconstructions of cell for further analyses.  Here we 
report on the application of this technology to plant material for the reconstruction of plant 
cell membrane systems in three dimensions. 
 
 
